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PRESIDENT'S MESSAGE

A NEW CHAPTER

IN CHARITABLE PROJECTS
When I won a seat on the
municipal council of my city in
Oregon, I remember the flood of
requests, questions and concerns
from constituents that hit me on
the first day in office, with many
looking to their newly elected
official to do something for them
while offering little in the way of
helpful solutions.
But I’m happy to say that’s
never been my experience
serving in various capacities for
NAAA. Whether as director, vice
president, secretary, president and
board chairman of what was then
the Western Zone, two terms as
a director on the national board,
as a committee member or on
the executive leadership team,
I’ve always found my colleagues
brimming with ideas and ready to
roll up their sleeves to put them
into action.
And I’m proud to report
that spirit of contribution and
cooperation continues to be the
case in my new role as president.
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It’s truly been refreshing and
rewarding during the first few
months of my term to have
members step forward with
plans and proposals to enrich
our industry, enhance our
association and expand our
community involvement.
One excellent example is an
outstanding initiative from our
four chapters. Building on Past
President Mike Browning’s
successful efforts to encourage
member philanthropy and
volunteerism, the chapters have
agreed to hold a charity auction
contest during the President’s
Gala at this year’s annual
convention in November.
The rules of this friendly
competition are simple, but should
make for an entertaining event.
Each chapter will be allowed a
maximum of $10,000 to spend on
an item or items for its auction, to
be conducted by the auctioneer and
ringmen of its choosing—which
should provide an opportunity

NAAA PRESIDENT
JERRY HINTON

to see the best auctioneers in the industry battle for
the highest bid. And there’s another little twist: The
auctions must attempt to find auction items that aren’t
easily purchased or perhaps not even for sale!
All the proceeds from this chapter auction challenge
will go to the charity of each chapter’s choice, allowing
them to benefit a cause in their regional community.
What a great way to give back while sharing some fun.
Giving back to our industry and our community is
important to me because I feel I’ve received so much
professionally and personally from both in my life, as
I’m sure have many of our members. So I have a few
ideas on ways we can make some “repayment” that I’ll
announce in the future. But I appreciate your help in
adding new chapters in NAAA’s history book, so keep
those suggestions coming on how we can advance our
industry and serve our communities!

WWW.NAAA.COM

SAFETY FIRST

It’s Time TO BE “ALL IN”
FOR SAFETY

A framed Porsche driving school certificate,
circa 2006, complete with a picture of me,
crash helmet in hand, sits on the floor in
my office waiting to be re-hung after a
recent intra-office move. A Porsche Carrera
is parked at my side, but my furrowed brow
reminds me that the pic was taken prior to
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BY MICHAEL ROHDY

ARTHUR J. GALLAGHER & CO.
AREA PRESIDENT—AUTO AUCTION SERVICES

ever stepping foot in the vehicle. I was more
worried about whether my life insurance
was paid up than the opportunity to attack
the 16 turns at what would be an average 100
mph across the Barber Motorsports Track.
Nonetheless, a couple of quick runs around
the track, slamming on the brakes entering

each turn, down-shifting while revving
the engine to keep the engine speed on par
with the axle speed, changed all that. I
was “all in.” My kids like to remind me
that I got a ticket on the way to the beach
on a family vacation in our Honda Odyssey
minivan a couple of weeks later. I was
trying to hit the apex of a turn coming
off the interstate and accelerate out of it
(pretty hard) and the local township deputy
sheriff was not impressed.
In so many aspects of our personal and
professional lives, we must be “all in” in
order to keep up with the changes around
us. In my nearly 22 years as an insurance
broker for the auction industry, I’ve
witnessed auctions continuously going “all
in” on revamping the industry, whether
related to technology, buyer and seller
services, or member education. That being
said, changing behavior of dealers and
drivers in the auction lane was not at the
top of the priority list when I attended my
first auto auction convention in September
1995 in Chicago. I recall at the meeting, the
“2000 Committee” delivered a message
that the industry would need to transform
in the future due to the momentum of
the “information superhighway,” aka
the internet. Fortunately, online selling
platforms have enhanced, rather than
replaced, brick and mortar auctions, which
continue to add to their menu of valuable
and irreplaceable services to the
remarketing industry.
Auction owners, executives, and GM’s are
embracing the drive toward safety with the
same enthusiasm and tenacity with which
they embraced the evolution of the industry
in the ‘90’s as the internet surged forward.
Auction owners routinely tell me that
they must be willing to adapt to changes
in technology and remarketing strategies
not to get ahead, but to just to keep up.
The same goes with safety as the industry
embraces the Safe T. Sam training program.
Auctions are embracing the resource as
not just something to do when they get
around to it, but marching full steam ahead
because the industry now values safety.
The NAAA has a history of awarding its
members who stand out, whether as a
pioneer, as a veteran with hall of fame
credentials, or as a model philanthropist.
The time is right to add safety to the list
of honorable mentions. It’s time to be “all
in” when it comes to safety. Visit the NAAA
website to get started with the Safe T. Sam
program today.

WWW.NAAA.COM

LEGAL BRIEFS

NAAA PLAYS A PIVOTAL ROLE
IN THE AUTO AUCTION INDUSTRY WITH
THE PROVISION OF AUCTIONNET DATA
We live in the Information Age.
With the advent of personal computers,
digital notebooks, smart phones and
social media platforms like Facebook,
Instagram, Twitter and Snapchat, we
have not only come to rely on accurate
information being provided to us
instantaneously, we now expect it.
Business capabilities are dependent on
it. The supply of timely and accurate
information has become a sine qua
non for success in an increasingly
sophisticated and fast-paced world.
It is no different in the auto auction
industry. Auto auctions now use
data supplied, sometimes in real
time, through several sources such as
AuctionNet, which is now one of the
automotive industry’s top sources for
wholesale vehicle sales data used to
accurately value vehicles, and in the
provision of other auction-related
services. It has been estimated that nine

BY THOMAS E. LYNCH, III AND HANK ABROMSON

NAAA GENERAL COUNSEL

After the data is contributed by NAAA
member auctions, it is compiled in such
a way so as to remove geographic and
vehicle identification number (VIN)
information, so that the providing auction
cannot be determined. Once the data has
been “scrambled”and refined in a format
which AuctionNet subscribers can use,
NAAA’s partner, the National Automobile
Dealers Association (NADA) markets

often require very strict usage guidelines
and limited rights so as to very carefully
allow subscribers to achieve their desired
objectives without diluting or devaluing
the product through overuse or, even
worse, jeopardizing rights in and to the
data entirely. NAAA and NAAA Services
Corporation go to great lengths, with
assistance of counsel, to protect
the organization and its intellectual

and sells the refined data to subscribers.
Subscribers range from manufacturers,
to used car valuation providers, to
remarketers and used car dealers and
brokers. The revenues earned from sales of
the AuctionNet information are shared by
NADA and
NAAA. NAAA’s share of this revenue
permits NAAA to provide an annual
stipend to its members. More data
produces a better product, which helps to
increase sales and revenue, which results
in a greater return for NAAA’s members.
Because AuctionNet data has become
increasingly more valuable over the
years, great efforts have been made and
continue to be made to be improved to
protect it. Licensing such data in the
marketplace, often to third parties with
whom no prior business relationship
exists, not only requires trust, but it also
requires protective contract terms. The
terms of such license agreements most

property rights.
In short, although the full potential
for the AuctionNet Data has not yet
been realized, what is certain is that the
industry’s reliance on accurate and timely
data is growing every day. New uses for
the data are still being discovered and the
value of the data is reaching new heights.
As a result of the active and continued
contribution of data from NAAA’s
members and NADA’s extensive marketing
efforts, as well as the implementation
of proper data and intellectual property
protection strategies, AuctionNet has
become an increasingly valuable asset
for NAAA and for the auto auction
industry. This success, of course, could
not be possible without the valuable
contributions of data from NAAA members
like you, and we encourage you to continue
to provide such information and to
encourage your fellow NAAA members to
do likewise.

Because AuctionNet
data has become
increasingly more
valuable over the
years, great efforts
have been made
and continue to be
improved to protect it.
out of the top 10 lenders in the country,
auto dealers, auto manufacturers and
remarketers rely on AuctionNet data.
Additionally, new uses for the data
and, thus, new sources of revenue from
sales of the AuctionNet data, are being
created and discovered with increasing
frequency. For example, use of the data
in the context of defending lawsuits
based on auto part malfunctions, like
airbags, and other recalls has recently
created an even greater demand for the
information.
AuctionNet data is compiled through
the voluntary contribution of data by
not only the National Auto Auction
Association’s largest members, such as
Manheim and ADESA, but also NAAA’s
independent auction members. The
more auctions that contribute data, the
more comprehensive and accurate the
AuctionNet product will be; and as stated
above, being able to offer accurate and
timely information is the key to success.
WWW.NAAA.COM
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ARBITRATION CORNER

The NAAA Standards
Committee NEEDS YOUR HELP
We are looking to not
just sustain or improve
the Arbitration policy this
year, but to tackle some
issues that the field has
brought up over the years.
Some of these issues are
only popular for a short
time, as they correlate
with the business
landscape at that time.
One of the most common
is “announcements.”
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BY MATT ARIAS

DIRECTOR OF ARBITRATION, MANHEIM

Quick quiz!

What does “F/C with Dave” mean to you?
You might think that “F/C” would mean
“frame check,” but no. When I once asked,
I found it meant (no kidding) “phone call
with Dave.” If someone else other that the
author tried to understand, they would
waste time asking around. When does “F”
mean “phone” anyway? When I helped
overhaul the Arbitration system, I always
joked that I needed a Rosetta Stone to help
me better understand the local notes made
by the clients and auction employees. That
was just internal!
Having seen other companies’ notes
and shorthand methods, I know it is not
just one company!
Standardizing announcements was
brought up at the 2016 NAAA Conference.
We heard a few groups chime in, with some
for and some against it.

Questions were raised, including:
• Do we limit what disclosures make it
to the announcement line?
• Eliminate local lingo?
• Create a table of terms by sale light that
is easy to use and understand?
As you all surely know, there are many
benefits to standardization. In a nutshell,
standardizing helps eliminate errors, promotes
a consistency and helps improve the experience
for our clients!
We want to hear from you!
Send your feedback to me directly at
Matt.arias@manheim.com.

WWW.NAAA.COM

MARKETWISE

Can Video Improve Your
DEALERSHIP’S SERVICE
DEPARTMENT?
Most dealership service departments
know that competitive prices and reputation
for quality work are important factors for
attracting and retaining business. But when
it comes to building loyalty, customers
are often turned off by a perceived lack of
transparency from their mechanics.
The communication process between
the customer and the service team can
be difficult to navigate. Customers don’t
always understand what’s wrong with their
vehicles and what goes into repairing them.
At the same time, asking customers to
wait at the dealership until the mechanic
can explain everything can be viewed as
an inconvenience. And for safety reasons,
customers can’t come out on the floor to see
what the mechanic is talking about.
In some cases, the customer never even
asks to meet with a member of the service
team and is quickly shuffled through
the payment process when the repairs
are finished. The air of mystery and lack
of control over expensive repairs can
lead to an uncomfortable experience for
customers. Right or wrong, this can result
in a less-than-favorable view of the service
department.
In an attempt to fix this problem, many
dealerships have begun to implement video
technology that allows mechanics to explain
exactly what’s wrong with a vehicle and
the steps they’ll take to fix it, without the
mechanic and the customer having to meet
in person.
Using current technology, the mechanic
can prepare a short video that explains the
problem and the required repair. The service
desk can then share this video with the
customer, who gains understanding of the
repair and thus has greater confidence in
the repair.
Additionally, the service team can create
the video at the mechanic’s convenience,
leading to a more efficient use of time.
Videos can also be created once the work is
complete to showcase the repairs made to
the customer’s vehicle.
One dealership that has found success with
this method is Lewisville Volkswagen. As the
Star-Telegram reported:
“Lewisville Volkswagen began using the
cameras about three months ago. Mechanics
were provided iPod Touch devices mounted
on unipods, and were trained on how to
shoot short videos while walking around a
car and providing customers with a narrative
description. In most cases, the mechanics
themselves don’t appear in the videos, but
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BY STEVE DUDASH,

VICE PRESIDENT, DEALER SERVICES, ADESA

>>Many dealerships have begun to implement
video technology that allows mechanics to explain
exactly what’s wrong with a vehicle and the steps
they’ll need to take to fix it.
their voices are heard as they point out the
parts of the car that are being checked.”
Aside from explaining what’s wrong or
the areas of the vehicle repaired, mechanics
can also include commentary on future best
practices for customers to follow to ensure
a healthy vehicle, which customers can
review at their convenience even after their
car has been returned.
While this particular use of video

technology doesn’t replace the value of
a face-to-face conversation, it’s a step
in the right direction. By visually sharing
a process that customers rarely get to
witness, service departments eliminate
some of the fear of the unknown and
provide a higher level of transparency—
leading to more loyal, repeat customers
and referral business.
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COVER STORY

Now Showing at The Palace:
A Cavalcade of Classic Cars! GREENSBORO AUTO
AUCTION PRESENTS A PARADE OF ENTERTAINING
AUTOMOTIVE HISTORY THAT YOU CAN OWN

Now that Ringling Brothers Barnum & Bailey
is striking its Big Top forever, where can you
go to see something that’s more fun than a
three-ring circus?
Hurry, hurry, hurry and step right up
the Greensboro Auto Auction (GAA) in
North Carolina!
Its three-day event, known as “Classic
Cars at the Palace,” rivals any circus with
its dazzling sparkle, brilliant colors, roaring
sounds, exciting live action and a parade of
exotic creatures great and small—everything
from Broncos, Jaguars and Impalas to Falcons,
Barracudas and Beetles.
A total of about 550 classic, antique and
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unique vehicles appear
on the block during the
Thursday-to-Saturday sale
held each March, July and
November, all under one
roof at the 259,000-squarefoot facility.
That differs from GAA’s
regular sales days when it
runs an average of 3,000 cars
per week through 16 lanes
with each one getting only
about 30 seconds on the
block before the final gavel.
“Auctioning classic cars is
more about presentation; it’s
really a show where each one may get two
minutes in the spotlight,” says GAA General
Manager Jerry Barker. “The slower pace
lets people appreciate the craftsmanship,
the lines and styling of these beautiful
automobiles.”
While ladies and gentlemen, boys and
girls of all ages, are welcome to attend, the
classic car auction attracts about 40 percent
retail public and 60 percent dealers, he
estimates. “We usually have about 1,500
people attend on a day pass and 600 bidder
badges over the three days.”
And the aptly named Palace allows them

to enjoy the show in comfort.
Its 3.35 acres of enclosed, climatecontrolled space offers theater-style
seating for more than 500, skyboxes for up
to 125 VIP guests (with a private bar, food
options and a bid assistant), a choice of
three restaurants including the Classic Car
Café, a ‘50s style diner on the main sales
floor, and a Jumbotron to catch all the
action. “You can bring your family; it’s a
good time for all,” says Barker.
An addition called the “Chute” provides
an area where you can see the cars up
close and hear their engines. Otherwise,
safety restrictions require the vehicles’
motors to be off, so they must be pushed
or pulled through the sales arena while
a video of the car provides the sight and
sound. (Barker notes that many in the
audience don’t even realize the car isn’t
really running.)
The sights, sounds and smells are all
part of selling a set of timeless wheels
because people usually buy classic cars
based more on emotions and nostalgia,
Barker explains.
“Often they may be looking to recapture
something from their past—the first car
they ever owned, the one they took on a
first date or honeymoon,” he says. “Or

WWW.NAAA.COM

maybe it’s the car they wanted when they
were younger but couldn’t afford.”
The average bid to buy a classic car
ranges from $15,000 on the opening day
to $30,000 for the older or more rare cars
sold at the closing. Currently the hot
commodities in the market are vintage
trucks and SUVs, such as Broncos, Blazers,
CJ5 and CJ7 Jeeps, according to Barker.
He recalls the sale of one memorable
car that went for $210,000. “It was a 1933
Packard Super Eighty Eight Touring Car. A
truly elegant machine.”
Although he rates that as one of
his favorites, Barker harbors a special
affection for anything that rolled off the
assembly lines in 1964 —the year he
was born. “I always keep an eye out for
those,” he admits, adding that it may be a
little while before he’s buying because he
has five children either in or heading for
college. “Right now any bid for my classic
dream car is invested in college tuitions,”
jokes the GM.
Started five years ago, there are
already expansion plans in the works to
accommodate the growing crowd and
inventory. Meanwhile, for those who
can’t make it to The Palace in person, they
can participate in the carnival of classics
WWW.NAAA.COM

through live streaming and customers
can place bids online or via telephone.
“We’ve shipped cars around the world
to buyers in 15 different countries,” says
Barker. “There’s been a learning curve
when it comes to how we can best serve
the classic car customer, but we’ve had
great support from old colleagues and
clients who urged us to start an auction
just for classics, while making many new
friends. Our success has been due to the
vision of our owner, Dean Green, and a
real team effort to make it happen.”
Soon GAA will add another attraction
with the renovation of a building about a
half-mile away from the auction site that
will serve as a museum to display Green’s
personal collection of about 20 classic cars
and as an event space.
“Dean runs a first-class classic car
auction and this new museum will be
one more reason not to miss a chance
to visit, whether you’re a collector, a
gearhead or just love looking at grand old
cars,” remarks National Auto Auction
Association Chief Executive Officer Frank
Hackett. “I’ve been to the Classic Cars at
the Palace and I have to say if it’s truly one
of the greatest shows in the industry!”
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FEATURE

Auto Auction Managers DISCUSS STRATEGIES

FOR DEALING WITH WINTER WEATHER IN THE NORTHEAST
He noted that weather-related traffic
fatalities from 1996-2011 averaged 817 a year,
exceeding by 26 percent all other weatherrelated fatalities from lightening, wind,
tornados, floods, hurricanes, heat, cold and
more combined.
In his reporting, Coin has found that lake
effect snow and very cold weather are in the
forecast throughout this winter, and until the
Lake Erie freezes over completely, the upstate
New York region will continue to see lake effect
now.
“Buffalo typically see 124 inches in a typical
warning,” Coin said.

Now that we all have smart phones

with weather apps, we can get almostimmediate alerts, updates, special
warnings and notification of weather
records. But, while we’re now all would-be
meteorologists, we still rely on experts to
get us through the winter.
Glenn Coin, a Michigan transplant who
moved to one of the nation’s snowiest
cities–Syracuse, New York–some 26 years
ago, is the weather and environmental
reporter for Syracuse Media Group.
Syracuse, said Coin, averages 124 inches
of snow each year, but that can vary wildly
depending on the winter. In early January
he said nearby Blasdell, N.Y. received 28
inches of Lake Erie lake-effect snow in
just 6.5 hours.
“When it snows like that there’s not
a municipal plowing system anywhere
that can keep up,” Coin said. “The
communities adapt to the changing
conditions, and you have to adapt as well.”
He said most people who live in this
region of upstate New York are used to the
wild winter weather and know where the
lake-effect snow areas usually are. “You
develop strategies. You may leave work
later or earlier. We had a storm last week,
and I just waited at the office three hours
longer for the roads to clear.”
Coin understands the nature of auto
auctions and their need to be open and
ready for sale day and the challenges
weather in northeastern U.S. creates
for them.
“If you head out of your home or office
it may be sunny and clear, but if you
drive five miles through a snow belt, you
may see whiteout conditions with little
warning,” Coin said.
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He noted that weather-related traffic
fatalities from 1996-2011 averaged 817 a year,
exceeding by 26 percent all other weatherrelated fatalities from lightening, wind,
tornados, floods, hurricanes, heat, cold and
more combined.
In his reporting, Coin has found that lakeeffect snow and very cold weather are in the
forecast throughout this winter, and until
the Lake Erie freezes over completely, the
upstate New York region will continue to
see lake-effects now.
“Buffalo typically see 124 inches in a
typical winter, and last year the city saw just
90 inches,” he said. “So far this year, they
have had 150 inches.”
Auto auctions across the country must bend to

the will of Mother Nature, but all of them must
battle back. Here’s a look at what four Northeast
auctions do to battle winter winds and snow.
Jack Neshe, general manager at ADESA Boston

Q. How much snow does your region
get annually?

A. The Boston area averages about

three and a half feet of snow each year. Last

winter’s snowfall was below average. Two
years ago, we got nine feet of snow. This
year, we’re at about a foot of snow so far,
so we’re trending above average.
Q. What are policies and procedures
for cancelling a sale due to snow
and/or inclement weather?
A. Dealer and employee safety is
always our first priority. If the weather
prevents us from maintaining a safe
auction environment, we will not host a
sale. Additionally, if the state calls a ban
on driving at our location or declares an
emergency, we would of course follow
those guidelines. But we have great staff
here who understand the importance of
safety, and our operations crew has always
been able to get the facility ready to open
on time.
Q. Have you had to close on a sale day?
A. We’ve only had to close on sale
day once, 22 years ago, because of icy
conditions in the morning. That was in
1995, our first winter in this facility, and
we were still learning the ropes.
Q. The logistics of moving hundreds
if not more than 1,000 vehicles
through a blizzard must be a
huge challenge. Detail some
of the hurdles.
A. Probably the biggest challenge is
condensing the vehicles to make way for
snow removal, and clearing out the storage
areas afterward to get the sold cars out to
the dealers and keep everything flowing.
But really it depends on how much snow
you get.

Q. Clearing snow, hosting a sale

must be an “all hands on
deck”situation. Detail how your
team works together.
A. It is an “everybody on deck”
situation, with everyone working from
early morning to 9 or 10 at night, including
all the managers. It can take a week or
more to completely dig out from a foot
of snow.

WWW.NAAA.COM

We have 200 acres here. We always
clear the dealer parking areas first, then
the employee parking and truck receiving
areas and the sold lot. The first priority
is the safety of our customers and our
employees, and then to keep operations
moving.
Q. What was your biggest storm
event in 2016?
A. Last winter wasn’t bad, and we didn’t
have a significant snow storm in 2016. But
two years ago, we had record-breaking
snow—nine feet. It was just one storm
after another for a month and a half.
Warren Clauss, general manager,
and Michael Phillips, assistant general
manager, at ADESA Buffalo

Q. How much snow does your region

get annually?
Warren: On average, we get about 100
inches of snow every winter.
Michael: We’re unique in that we’re on
the east end of the lakes (Lake Erie and
Lake Ontario). An area here can get a foot
of snow, but you drive 10 miles north or
south and just get a dusting. The trend
this year has been the swing—the onagain, off-again of winter weather. We’ve
certainly had our share of mild winter
weather so far.

Q. What are policies and procedures

for cancelling a sale due to snow
and/or inclement weather?
Michael: Dealer and employee safety
is always our first priority. If the weather
prevents us from maintaining a safe
auction environment, we will not host a
sale. We follow the alerts and guidelines
from the state and local municipalities. We
also have our employees and customers
adhere to the local bans on driving—the
road closings and advisories—that may
not impact our physical location, but would
impact their commute.
Warren: Again, with safety being the
number one priority, we make a dayby-day assessment. Additionally, our
online auctions provide a good option for
those who cannot travel into the physical
location.
Q. Have you had to close on a
sale day?
Michael: We have not had to cancel
our sales due to weather, and our online
auctions provide another option.

Warren: We’ve been in this location
since September 1992 and I don’t recall
that we’ve ever closed. We might not run
all the lanes—as sometimes the weather
prevents some of our staff from getting to
the auction. Likewise, dealers who travel
from around the region may not be able to
get to the auction—in which case we might
make the judgment call to shut down lanes
early. But again, many of those remain
active on the online auction platforms.
Q. The logistics of moving hundreds
if not more than 1,000 vehicles
through a blizzard must be a huge
challenge. Detail some of the
hurdles.
Michael: Our challenge here is our
snow removal operations. Sometimes
we succeed in clearing the snow from
our facility, but our employees and our
customers can’t get here because they’re
trapped in snow, even just a few miles
away. There are two separate operations:
snow removal and the regular auction
operations that still go on but that are
impacted by the snow. Anything that
involves moving vehicles in snow is
time-consuming. Labor and manpower
become very important. Snow removal
goes on around the clock. Moving the cars
and brushing off the snow is very labor
intensive, and is compounded by any
adverse weather conditions. Plus there are
different kinds of snow—icy, heavy, light.
With really cold temperatures, you get
lighter snow, and you can use leaf blowers
to remove the snow from the vehicles. But
that won’t work with a heavier snow or
with ice.
Warren: We’re nearly a 24/7 operation.
We have a very large transportation
department. Operationally, through
the winter, snow slows down pickups
and deliveries. Condition reports and
inspections can be done outdoors on a
good day, but during weather events, all
those activities have to be brought indoors.
This may slow things down a bit, but again,
safety is our number one priority.
Michael: It can add three or four moves
per car to bring inspections and condition
reports indoors.
Q. Clearing snow, hosting a sale must
be an “all hands on deck” situation.
Detail how your team works together.
Michael: We might have anywhere from
eight to 12 technicians working pretty
much around the clock.
Warren: We own some of our own
snow removal equipment, and we also
rent some, but ADESA Buffalo employees
handle the entire process. Our employees
are the ones moving the snow. In a typical
event, with all equipment going, it can take
six to eight hours to clear the main arteries
and areas of the yard, and another eight
hours to clear out the secondary areas. You
hope the snow stops somewhere in there
or else you’re starting all over again. But
we know it’s part of living and working in

the region, and our customers depend on us to
keep the auction safe and operating.
Q. What was your biggest storm event?
Warren: Last year was one of the milder
years for snow—we only got about half of the
usual amount. The ice storm in 2014 was our
most severe event. We had lots of snow and
high winds in January and then a stretch of
bitter cold and consistent snow pack. We
had single-digit highs all through February
that year.
Michael: We had a really big snow event in
November 2014. We got four or five feet of snow
here but seven or eight feet all around us. Many
of our employees couldn’t get here because
of local driving bans. We needed double the
workforce to continue operations but we only
had half or even a quarter of our staff.
Warren: The most we ever got was seven or
eight feet, over 10 years ago. We had to rent
earth movers to physically remove the snow
from the premises.
State Line Auto Auction, Waverly, N.Y.

Never say “never” when you’re in business.
It’s just not good to tempt fate, especially when
Mother Nature is involved. But you can have
enough equipment on hand to push back
on her.
Paul Barber, one of four children (Kate, Beth
and Emily) of owners Jeff and Jean Barber, is
very mindful of the weather and State Line Auto
Auction’s history of never having cancelled a
sale due to weather in its 35-year history.
The auction has been independently owned
by the Barber family since its founding in 1981
by Zora and Harry Barber. In 1983, Jeff Barber
returned home to assist his mother and father.
After Zora’s death later in 1983, and Harry’s
death in 1984, ownership passed to Jeff, his
sister, Jane, and brother, Dale. In 1994, Jeff
became sole owner.
State Line sits on 136 acres and has 250 fulland part-time employees. The auction typically
runs 1,200 to 1,400 vehicles throughout the
lanes every Friday, and hosts a General Motors
sale every other Thursday.
Paul Baber said the auction is located at the
“tail end” of the Lake Erie lake-effect snow
region along the Pennsylvania border. He said
the region typically gets about 60 inches of
snow a year, but during the winter of 2014-15,
the auction got more than 100 inches.
“For us to get one of those huge blizzards
it takes a lot of conditions to be just right,”
Paul said. “We usually get those 2-to-12-inch
storms, cold, wind and ice.”
CONTINUED ON PAGE 14
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Clearing snow and ice from the thousands
of cars and trucks on those 136 acres requires
some serious equipment and manpower.
State Line has enough equipment to make
any medium-sized municipality envious.
Paul says there are more than 30 pieces
of equipment, used year-round, to tend to
the lot. The equipment, which includes a
Caterpillar 966G Series II wheel loader, a
dump truck that holds 14 cubic yards, five

large municipal-sized dump trucks, and
three large agricultural tractors affixed with
big box blades and containment plows, will
work through the night if need be to keep
the sale open and running smoothly on
sale day.
They say necessity is the mother of
invention, so when you have a couple
thousand cars and you need to remove snow
and ice from them as quickly as possible,
it may keep you up at night thinking. Two
specially designed Buffalo Turbine blowers,
which cost as much as a late-model used car,
are affixed to a Volvo rubber tire excavator,
which goes through the lots blowing snow
and ice from the vehicles. During the day
following a storm, the sun will do the rest.
The idea was co-developed with leadership
from Southern Auto Auction in Connecticut.
“The two big snow blowers can be quickly
removed and we can replace them with
car forks, buckets and all fit on the same
machine,” Paul said. “It’s an impressive and
versatile piece of equipment.”
He said the cold turbines can blow snow
40 to 50 feet—over fences, out over the
retention pond and out of the way.
State Line keeps a large structure on site
to store 350 tons of salt, which is used to
keep the pavement and blacktop free of
snow and ice.
Safety is obviously an important
consideration. All employees are required to
wear ice cleats on their shoes. Everyone on
both sides of the auction block knows dealers
like to check cars out before the sale. Mixing
pedestrian traffic with heavy equipment
is not usually a good idea, so Jeff Barber is
usually employed to keep the dealers at bay
while plows, blowers, pickups and tractors
tend to the lot and inventory.
“Dad seems to be the only one the dealers
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will listen to,” Paul said with a laugh. “It
really does slow us down when you add
pedestrians to the lot. It probably adds 30
percent more time to the work. If they do
go on the snow-covered lot, we mandate
that they wear ice cleats.”
Paul said State Line has about 13 to
18 lot staff, more in the winter, and 29
operators who can use any of the variety
of equipment. All the
mechanics use pickups
affixed with plows as well.
When it’s all hands on
deck, there could be 60 to
100 people on the ground
cleaning and moving cars.
While no State Line sale
has been cancelled in 35
years, you might think
attendance would be off as a
result of a snow or ice event.
“Dealers in this region
have the right trucks and
SUVs to get around and there
is no entity in the world that
has more snow plows and
salt trucks than the State of
New York,” Paul said. “We’ve
never closed, and you never say “never,”
but we don’t ever want to put doubt in
dealers’ minds.”

sale didn’t begin to 10:30 a.m., it went off.
“You just can’t operate that heavy
equipment during the teeth of a blizzard,”
he said. “Safety is our first priority, and while
we will be able to take care of some things, we
cannot bring the whole team in until the storm
begins to tail off.”
Southern will put up employees at nearby
hotels so they can quickly make it into the sale
when it’s time. All employees are required to
wear ice cleats to thwart slip and falls. Dealers
are offered ice cleats if they want to inspect
inventory during a snow event.

Southern Auto Auction, East
Windsor, Conn.
There’s likely no larger auto auction in
the world that is in Mother Nature’s winter
crosshairs than Southern Auto Auction in
East Windsor, Conn.
Garrison Hudkins, vice president of
Southern, which is owned by Larry Tribble,
said the auction, which is now in its 70th
year, can move 4,000 to 4,500 vehicles
through its 20 lanes every Wednesday.
The auction sits on 500 acres with 300
paved. At any given time there are literally
thousands of vehicles on the lot. On sale
day there will be anywhere from 2,000 to
2,500 dealers physically attending the sale
and an additional thousand full- and parttime employees working on the lot.
Southern employs the same Buffalo
Turbine cold blowers that State Line Auto
Auction uses, but theirs is affixed to a
Gradall tractor. The auction also has two
Caterpillar 980 loaders, and 11 Volvo 120
rubber tire front-end loaders. In addition
the auction uses a Ford F-550 dump truck,
three pickups, four wreckers and more
equipment as necessary. The auction has
the ability to bring in outside equipment
if needed, but their equipment and
manpower almost always suffices.
Southern prides itself on never having
closed on a sale day in its history, and
doesn’t plan on it in the future.
“Dealers just never ask,” Hudkins said.
“They know we’ll be open. We’ve never had
to turn away a car.”
During the winter of 2014, Hudkins said
there was a massive blizzard, and while the

Hudkins said there is a lot of planning,
personnel, equipment and expertise that comes
into play to deal with a snow event and make
sure the sale—the size of small city—goes off
smoothly.
As Hudkins was speaking on a Tuesday,
ice and snow were forecast for the evening,
prior to a sale day.
“It’s just that time of year,” he said.
“This won’t be that bad, and we’ll be ready.”
Having employees who have experience with
snow and ice removal helps tremendously, he
said. “The average tenure of our employees is
now 18 years. They know the drill.”
WWW.NAAA.COM
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Joe Pyle’s Love of Collecting
TRANSLATES INTO FUN FOR ALL
He has a passion for collecting, which may
only be exceeded by his love of sharing
fun and joy (and the occasional wild pair
of Christmas or holiday pants), with his
family and customers.
If you’ve ever been to Mountain State
Auto Auction in Shinnston, W.Va., or its
sister enterprise Capital City Auto Auction
in St. Albans, W.Va., you’ve likely run
into Joe R. Pyle in his signature cowboy
hat, often in bright red, or any of his wild
holiday attire, which includes dozens of
Christmas slacks and jackets and a host of
seasonable outfits and memorabilia.
Mountain State will celebrate its 30th
anniversary this coming November. It was
started by Pyle and his wife Charlotte in
1987 as a greenfield site with two stalls,
a garage and snack bar. Today, Mountain

known local trader. He’d trade coon dogs
and watches and just about anything, for
just about anything, so long as he traded
up. Joe would go with him to stock sales,
and learned about collecting and trading
as young boy. He attended his first auto
auction at the age of eight with his father
when he went to get inventory for his lot.
When Joe got back home, he told his father
he wanted to be an auctioneer.
“When I was eight or nine, I set up at the
local flea market and sold what we bought
at estate auctions,” Joe Pyle said. “So, I’ve
been at this for about 45 years.”
He said he knew he wanted to be an
auctioneer at the ripe old age of eight,
and by 16 he started his own business,
Antique Estate Sales, in his home town of
Mount Morris, Pa. He worked for an older

“The crocks were used to store fruit
and pickles,” Joe said. “It’s the condition,
color, contrast and subject matter that
can make these pots so valuable. There
are many with freehand decorated folk
art on them, and that is what makes the
pieces highly collectible. My Grandad said
he would set the crocks on fence posts
and use them as clay pigeons for target
practice. He often said he wished he could
have saved just half of them. We would
use the crocks to trade for coon dogs and
all kinds of things at swap meets.”
You never have to ask Joe if he needs
a pen, because he’s collected more
than 1,000 of them. It was during a
NAAA event in New York City where Joe
went into a pen shop and got hooked.
He is especially fond of Visconti Pens

State runs about 1,100 vehicles through
its six lanes on Mondays, while Capital
City, which opened in 1996, runs about
1,200 every Friday. The Mountain State
Auction also holds a heavy equipment sale
and a “Toys for Big Boys Auction” where
they sell campers, boats, antique cars and
motorcycles.
Both Charlotte and Joe are well known
throughout the auto auction community for
their hard work and support of the National
Auto Auction Association. Both sit on a
number of association committees.
What may be a little less well known
is Joe’s passion for collecting, everything
from Western Pennsylvania pottery,
to antique and classic cars, pedal cars,
Matchbox cars and even pens. Joe’s love
affair with collecting began when he was
about eight years old, when his father Don
Pyle, now 86, and he would drive through
the country side on Sundays looking for
memorabilia, antique cars, gas pumps and
porcelain signs.
Don Pyle was the owner of Don’s Cars in
Pennsylvania. His grandfather was a well-

auctioneer who would host sales at clients’
homes, and took over the business. Today,
the West Virginia-based business is called
Joe R. Pyle Complete Auction and Realty
Service.
“We still hold more than 100 sales a
year,” he said. “But I don’t add to my
collections from those sales. That would be
bad for my business.”
Along with his father, the two have
collected more than 60 vehicles, and have
four buildings behind his father’s home
they call the “Museums.” One building
is dedicated to 1954-62 classics and
convertibles, including seven 1957 Chevys.
Another building is full of trucks, again
with a heavy emphasis on Chevys, as well
as a mint condition 1931 Buick Roadster.
Another building is full of 18 Models A’s
and still another is filled with muscle cars.
Memorabilia and collectables are featured
throughout the buildings.
Joe has developed a strong interest
in Western Pennsylvania crocks. He
has collected more than 250 pieces, and
recently sold one for $14,000.

manufactured in Italy.
“I have a lot of old dealership pens
from the 1950s and ’60s and a ton of auto
manufacturer pens,” he said.
Pyle’s love of pedal cars is legendary.
He has collected them for more than 20
years, and there’s a photo of him at his
father’s dealership where an eight-yearold Joe Pyle has a pedal car jacked up and
he’s underneath working on it with tools.
All the cars are on display at his home.
“We have pedal cars from the turn of
the century, dump trucks, fire trucks, a
dog catcher’s truck, and even a Brink’s
delivery truck,” he said. “We have more
than 200.”
In fact, his Matchbox and 1/18th scale
car collections are on display so that
many people can have the opportunity
to see them. His Matchbox collection is
housed in his office, actually more like
the walls of the office.
“The cars are stacked on shelves that
go from floor to ceiling and include as
many as we can get in there,” Pyle said.
“My oldest son Aaron and I would go to
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shows, much the same way my father and
I started collecting. We really had fun and
learned a lot about the hobby together.”
Joe and his wife Charlotte usually work
a collector’s show into their vacation
schedule; Joe attends six to eight shows a
year. He attends the Antique Automobile
Club of America Hershey Region show
each year.
“I don’t miss that one, it has 80-90 acres
of antique automobiles and memorabilia,”
he said.
If his collections make Pyle memorable,
it’s his outfits that permanently etch him
into your memory. He dons crazy holiday
slacks and ties for Valentine’s Day and St.
Patrick’s Day, and has flag pants and hats
for American holidays like Memorial Day
and the Fourth of July.
“I try to have fun wherever I go,” Pyle
said. “I start wearing my Christmas pants
on December 1, and I go meet more than
150 customers during the month.”
Joe and Charlotte have spent the past 20
years working with children on Sundays
at their church, the Mount Morris Gospel
WWW.NAAA.COM

Tabernacle Children’s Church, and his
outfits always draw the kids’ attention.
Joe is proud that his son Andrew is
apparently taking the lead from his father
and has started to wear some holiday
outfits as well.

“We were at a Christmas party and I was
wearing the craziest pants I had ever found,
they were just wild, complete with jumping
reindeer and vivid holiday colors,” Joe said.
“In walks Andrew and he had the exact
same pair of pants, and neither of us knew
the other had them.”
The Christmas decorations have come
down at the Pyle house now, but Charlotte
usually spends two weeks putting them up.
“There are holiday decorations
everywhere and she does it all herself,”
he said. “It looks like Disney World in
the house.”
Joe said he has a great staff and number
of new accounts coming online for both
auto auctions in 2017.
“We are ready to grow in 2017, and
there will be more cars coming back to the
marketplace,” Joe said. “The real estate
auction is on a roll and we have a lot
of good, young talent. I’m optimistic
going forward!”
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AUTOXLOO to Acquire VERO Group LLC / PURCHASE WILL GIVE AUTO

AUCTIONS COMPREHENSIVE SUITE OF AUCTION MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE
Webxloo LLC’s subsidiary AUTOXLOO,
a leading global provider of dealer
management solutions has entered a
definitive agreement to acquire VERO Group
LLC, a leading-edge systems provider of
auction management software.
VERO’s AMS and AUTOXLOO’s Simcasts™
Simulcast, AuctionLink™ Multi-Posting,
VIR™ Vehicle Inspection Report, MPS Market
Place System, RAW™ Responsive Auction
Websites, ComplyApps™ Compliance,
CRM (Workflow & Escalation Tools), and
EMag™ will give independent auto auctions
a complete and comprehensive suite of
essential products and services critical to the
wholesale space.
“The wholesale industry has been holding
its breath in frustration far too long waiting
for a unified solution,” said Joe Kramer
senior vice president of AUTOXLOO.

He went on to say, “Our combined product
vision will accelerate our capabilities to
serve the auctions and build upon an already
feature rich and stable platform.”
The two companies share a similar
open source methodology. VERO’s AMS
is a single-build architecture echoing the
AUTOXLOO cloud technology for easy SAAS
deployment of upgrades.
“History has taught our industry, poor
system architecture and failed commitments
result in immense risk and cost for auction
owners and their stakeholders alike. I am
thrilled to merge our AMS with the proven
cloud services of AUTOXLOO,” said Rick
Wells, president of VERO. He continued,
“We have assembled an extraordinary
leadership team that can deliver missioncritical and complex components as one
integrated solution.”

Wells will continue in an executive
capacity with AUTOXLOO to further
advance the AMS product. The integration
of the product lines is in final beta testing
and will be made available to all existing
clients starting February 2017, with new
installations in queue to begin March 2017.
“There is a fracture and deficiency in
delivery by the current providers. Auction
owners are waiting months to a year to
receive an update or patch, which would be
intolerable in any other software vertical.
With this acquisition, independent auctions
will now have access to 30 products and
110 dedicated staff in the automotive space
alone, making available more resources and
tools than the current providers combined,”
said David Vahman chief excutive officer of
WEBXLOO LLC.

ELEMENT RECOGNIZES Two ADESA
Canada Auctions AND LISA SCOTT
Element Fleet Management, a leading global fleet management
company, acknowledged ADESA Toronto and ADESA Kitchener as
part of the 2016 Remarketing by Element Awards in December for
their extraordinary customer service delivery and performance.
ADESA Toronto was recognized with the Above & Beyond award for
its excellent cycle time and resale returns, and for hosting numerous
Element Fleet customer
events throughout
the year.
ADESA Kitchener
was honored with the
Best Operations Award.
The auction surpassed
expectations with its
overall operational
efficiency—across
transportation, cleanup, registrations,
plate cancellations,
sale preparation and
reputation among
buyers.
According to Dan
Tellier, auction manager
for Element, combining
Element’s brand with ADESA’s scale has enabled them to deliver
exceptional service and results for customers, and to reinforce their
reputation and expertise in the field.
“It’s clear that our auction partners play a critical role in the
success of our remarketing program,” said Tellier. “We believe that
it is important to recognize those venues across ADESA’s 14 Canadian
locations that routinely excel at delivering exceptional service to
our customers.”
“We appreciate all ADESA Canada locations in helping us solidify our
2016 remarketing strategy, helping us establish a brand identity
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(L to R): André Pereira, executive sales director, ADESA Canada; Daniel
Tellier, auction manager, Element Fleet Management, and Darryl
Maidment, general manager, ADESA Toronto.

(L to R): Courtney Losch, commercial account representative, ADESA
Kitchener; Daniel Tellier, auction manager, Element Management; and
André Pereira, executive sales director, ADESA Canada.

for Element vehicles and delivering greater returns to
our clients,” said Tellier.
Element also named Lisa Scott, chief client officer of
ADESA Canada, the 2016 Outstanding Female Performer
by Element Fleet Management. The Laurie Dobberphul
Award is presented annually to a top-ranking female
in the remarketing industry. It is a memorial tribute to
Laurie Dobberphul, an Element Fleet Management team
member who passed away in 2009.
Scott was also honored by International Automotive
Remarketing Alliance (IARA) in 2016 for her work in
expanding the IARA organization to Canada.
WWW.NAAA.COM
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Manheim Promotes

FOUR NEW GENERAL MANAGERS
Following its strategy to promote talent from within, Manheim
recently announced four new general manager appointments at
locations across the country. Assuming leadership roles are Trevor
Enge at Manheim Georgia, John Duplanty at Manheim Tucson, Gus
Jones at Manheim Arizona and Maxine Vega at Manheim New Mexico.
“Backed by their experience and passion for the business, these
general managers will help Manheim deliver outstanding client service
and continuously improve the auction experience,” said Barry Roop,
vice president local and mobile west region, Manheim. “They are eager
to partner with dealers, make it easy for them to work with Manheim
and tap Cox Automotive’s full line of products and services to support
client growth.”

TREVOR ENGE, MANHEIM GEORGIA

Since 2012, Enge has led business and product
strategy for Cox Automotive and Manheim as well
as performed as interim lead of Manheim Canada.
His recent efforts supported both organizations’
client success and, specifically, Cox Automotive’s
largest commercial clients. Previously, Enge worked
in business development with Ally Financial–
SmartAuction and in product development and
strategy for Chrysler Group, and was a product
engineer at Borg Warner Automotive.

JOHN DUPLANTY, MANHEIM TUCSON

During the past 11 years, Duplanty has held
various roles with increasing responsibility at
Manheim, starting as an intern while attending
Arizona State University and rising to become
general manager of Manheim Arizona for the
past two years. In between, he rounded out his
leadership experience serving as assistant fleet
manager at Manheim Tampa, operations manager
for Manheim Tampa and Manheim St. Petersburg,
and assistant general manager of Manheim
New York.

GUS JONES, MANHEIM ARIZONA

Jones started his career with Manheim in 2006
as a dealer sales manager and has worked at several
locations in Arizona, including Manheim Tucson
and Manheim Phoenix. For the last nine years, he
has built his leadership skills and relationships
serving as assistant general manager at Manheim
Phoenix and volunteering with Habitat for
Humanity, Ronald MacDonald House Charities
and the Hispanic Leadership Forum.

MAXINE VEGA, MANHEIM NEW MEXICO

During her 14 years with Manheim, Vega has held
varied roles—most recently, operations manager for
Manheim New Mexico. She also served as a financial
controller for several years at multiple locations,
including Manheim Denver, Manheim New Mexico
and Manheim El Paso. She holds her Bachelor of
Business Administration from The College of Santa
Fe. In her spare time, she supports the St. Jude
Children’s Research Foundation and various other
charitable fund drives in her community. “Manheim
is delighted by this crop of talent and values what
they can offer our clients and the industry,” said
Mark Ford, regional vice president southeast,
Manheim. “We are committed to providing these
team members the tools and information they need
to succeed in 2017 and beyond.”
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Manheim Cincinnati
UNVEILS FOUR NEW
SALES LANES

Dealers at Manheim Cincinnati will experience expedited sales
and an enhanced auction experience thanks to recent updates
and sale-day changes aimed at increasing efficiency.
The location has converted four of its sales lanes into doubleblocked lanes, allowing for an additional 700 vehicles per week
and bringing sale-day lane capacity to some 1,700 vehicles.
“With growing volume, sale day is running longer these
days. To get more vehicles through, provide better lane
placement, and shorten the time our clients spend away from
customers, we are expanding lane capacity,” says Manheim
Cincinnati General Manager Anita Jamison. “We are making
these changes to help clients achieve greater efficiency.”
Manheim Cincinnati opened the new double-blocked
lanes during its first sale of the year and commemorated the
expansion with an event in mid-January featuring door prizes
and giveaways throughout the day to attending dealers.

Manheim Ft. Myers
HOSTS NEW MOBILE
MOTORCYCLE AUCTION

Manheim Ft. Myers is riding high after hosting its
first-ever mobile motorcycle auction in partnership with
Bert’s Barracuda Harley-Davidson store in St. Petersburg,
Florida on November 29, 2016.
According to Manheim Ft. Myers General Manager
Tom Hammer, the birth of the new mobile motorcycle
sale came out of a small Specialty Sale held at Manheim Ft.
Meyers, “We wound up with 15 Harleys from a motorsports
dealer. One of the potential buyers was Bert’s Black Widow
Harley-Davidson store in Port Charlotte, Florida, which
became interested in doing something with us on its site.”
The Bert’s Black Widow Harley-Davidson store
transported and supplied the motorcycle inventory for the
new mobile sale, and connected Manheim Ft. Myers with the
Bert’s Barracuda Harley-Davidson store. With support from
Manheim Ft. Myers, Bert’s Barracuda launched the mobile
motorcycle auction as part of its Grand Opening weekend.
The bike rally style event was conducted outdoors on
the store’s three-acre lot in a party atmosphere with live
music, food and prizes. The auction featured 121 motorcycles
and more than 50 eager buyers. With only one seller, 53
motorcycles were sold, resulting in an impressive 44 percent
sales rate.
“With our state-of-the-art mobile platform, Manheim
not only brings the best of the industry to car dealers’ lots,
but can also move motorcycles, heavy trucks and equipment,
RVs and watercraft for specialty dealers,” says Matt
Laughridge, a 17-year Manheim veteran who has been in his
current role as director of mobile auction sales since June
2016. “The ability to be nimble and versatile, yet thorough
and professional, while bringing buyers and sellers together
is our greatest asset.”
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ADESA Boston and Toyota Financial

TEAM UP TO BENEFIT DISABLED VETERANS
Disabled and Limbless Veterans, Inc. (DLV), a
Massachusetts-based nonprofit organization,
received some support recently from two
National Auto Auction Association members to
help the organization continue its mission of
assisting colleagues in uniform who served their
country—some at great personal sacrifice.
ADESA Boston and Toyota Financial Services’
joint fundraiser collected a total of $21,520 for
the group of veterans and civilian volunteers,
which gives 100 percent of all donations raised
to improve and empower the lives of disabled
vets and their families by providing support
and assistance.
“Toyota Financial Services has been doing
business with ADESA Boston for over 20 years
and we’re very proud to once again partner with
them to support our veterans and thank them for
all they’ve done for us,” says TFS Remarketing
National Manager Mike Reid. “For every vehicle
we sold during the month of December, TFS and
ADESA donated $20 to Disabled and Limbless
Veterans, a great cause in the local community.
I’d like to recognize the efforts of Bob Brooks
and Jason Shupert in TFS Remarketing, who
developed this idea and worked diligently with
ADESA Boston to raise over $21,000 — of which
every penny goes to our veterans.”
The organization’s efforts include serving
monthly meals at VA clinics, VA hospitals and
transitional housing facilities in the metroBoston area; transporting vets making strides
in rehabilitating their lives to the Veterans
Treatment Courts; collecting new and used
clothing distributed to shelters for homeless
veterans; providing holiday dinners, gift cards
and Christmas presents to vets and their
families; and sending care packages to troops
in Afghanistan.
In addition, DLV offers financial assistance
to other groups that share its vision and mission,

such as Operation Troop Support,
Fisher House Boston, Veterans Inc., and
Volunteers of America Massachusetts Bay
Veterans Center.
“ADESA Boston has often taken the
lead in supporting causes that touch many
people in their community, such as their
annual spring Classic Car and Motorcycle
Run to benefit children’s organizations,
and this is just another example of
their efforts,” notes NAAA Chief Executive

Officer Frank Hackett. “Now, with Toyota
Financial, they’re helping those who
answered the call to serve their country
in uniform answer the call of others who
sacrificed for our country and are in need.
We’re proud of all our members who
are working to make a difference in
people’s lives.”

ADESA and EMKAY

RAISE $50,000 FOR JDRF
Representatives of ADESA and EMKAY
celebrate a successful fundraising campaign.
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ADESA auctions and EMKAY have
together raised more than $50,000 in
2016 to support the research efforts of the
Juvenile Diabetes Research Foundation
(JDRF), the world leader in funding type
1 diabetes research.
Between March 1 and November
30, EMKAY and ADESA each made a
$10 donation for every EMKAY vehicle
purchased at 20 participating ADESA
auction locations. The total raised during
the nine-month campaign was $52,460.
Since EMKAY and ADESA formed a

fundraising partnership for this cause five
years ago, the two companies have raised
more than $210,000 for JDRF.
“JDRF is singularly focused on the
worldwide effort to end type 1 diabetes,
and ADESA is proud to work closely
with EMKAY each year in this important
fundraising effort,” said ADESA President
and CEO Stéphane St-Hilaire. “Almost
everyone has a friend or family member
fighting this disease, and we’re committed
to doing our part to help find a cure for
something that affects so many people.”
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ADESA Austin’s

TOY DRIVE

At ADESA Austin, the auction
participated in the Pflugerville
Police Department’s annual toy
drive. This toy drive collects toys
for children In the Austin suburb
of Pflugerville. Last year, more
than 550 children benefited.
This was the auction’s
first year to take part in the
program. “The Pflugerville
police department supplies

armed security to the auction on
sale day, so we found it fitting to
help,” said ADESA Austin General
Manager Rich Levene.
Levene said that the Pflugerville
PD specifically requested toys for
tweens—kids who are between 11
and 14 years old. “We set a goal to
gather enough toys to fill 10 boxes
or one truck load,” said Levene.
“We did it!”
The auction sent volunteers
on to help deliver toys to families
whose applications to the program
were accepted.

ADESA Austin filled a truck
with donated toys.

ADESA Mesa’s Third Annual
“MY FIRST WHEELS” DONATION
The ADESA Mesa office held its third annual My First Wheels drive
to donate bicycles to children of military families at nearby Luke
Air Force Base. This year the team donated 83 bikes to the kids at
Luke AFB, far exceeding last year’s tally of 47 and this year’s goal
of 50. About half were used bikes that had been donated to the
cause, and the rest were purchased with cash donations.
“This truly is our highlight of the year,” said Summer
Ernsberger, vice president of online services for ADESA. “We view
this as a small token of our appreciation for all they do to protect
us each and every day.”
A group of volunteers spent a morning assembling the new
bikes and detailing the used bikes. The bikes were presented to
representatives of Luke AFB the next day.

ADESA Tulsa’s

SEVENTH ANNUAL
TOY DRIVE

manager of ADESA Tulsa.
This is the seventh time
ADESA Tulsa and America’s
Car-Mart have collaborated
on the annual toy drive.
ADESA Tulsa partnered with America’s Car- The auction purchased
Mart to benefit children at the Saint Francis toys, and Car-Mart invited
and St. John’s hospitals in Tulsa.
customers to donate items
A group from ADESA Tulsa and Car-Mart
at its dealerships.
spent a morning going room to room at the
“Bruce Lynch, regional
two hospitals, delivering over 400 gifts to
vice president of America’s
the children. They also passed out gift
Car-Mart, is a valued
cards to parents to help with meals, gas
business partner with
and other expenses.
ADESA Tulsa,” said
“Seeing the expressions on the children’s Thompson, “and this was
faces and the outpouring of gratitude from
a great opportunity for
the parents during a very difficult time for
ADESA Tulsa to give back
them was a humbling experience, to say
to the community alongside
the least,” said Rod Thompson, general
that partner.”
WWW.NAAA.COM

Left photo: (L to R) ADESA Tulsa’s Gary Reeves, dealer sales and services
manager; Rod Thompson, general manager; Steve Hathcoat, outside dealer
sales and services representative; and Bruce Lynch, regional vice president of
America’s Car-Mart.
Right Photo: America’s Car-Mart group at the hospital.
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ANNIVERSARIES

celebrating
NAAA MEMBER AUCTION ANNIVERSARIES

70

65

60

ADESA BOSTON
BEL AIR AUTO AUCTION, INC.
DYER AUTO AUCTION, INC.
GREATER QUAD CITY AUTO AUCTION
SOUTHERN AUTO AUCTION

ADESA FARGO

ADESA PA
MANHEIM FREDERICKSBURG
MANHEIM PORTLAND

Years

45

Years

Years

50
Years

AMERICA’S AUTO AUCTION - TULSA
EXPRESSWAY AUTO AUCTION, INC.
MANHEIM HOUSTON
MANHEIM SAN ANTONIO

40

35

30

ALBANY AUTO AUCTION, INC.
MANHEIM ORLANDO
REA BROTHERS’ MID SOUTH AUCTION

ADESA CALGARY
ADESA SYRACUSE
MANHEIM CENTRAL CALIFORNIA
RADFORD AUTO AUCTION, INC

ADESA COLORADO SPRINGS
AIRPORT AUTO AUCTION, INC.
AMERICA’S AUTO AUCTION-JACKSONVILLE
CLARK COUNTY AUCTION AUCTION
CORRY AUTO DEALERS EXCHANGE

ADESA BIRMINGHAM
ADESA MONCTON
ADESA WINNIPEG
CENTRAL PENNSYLVANIA
AUTO AUCTION, INC.
LONE STAR AUTO AUCTION, INC.
MANHEIM NEVADA
MANHEIM NEW ORLEANS
MOUNTAIN STATE AUTO AUCTION
WOLFE’S EVANSVILLE AUTO AUCTION, INC.

25

20

ADESA BUFFALO
AMERICA’S AUTO AUCTION NORTH HOUSTON
DAA NORTHWEST

ADESA MINNEAPOLIS
ADESA SACRAMENTO
CAPITAL CITY AUTO AUCTION
CNY AUTO AUCTION, INC.
DEALERS AUTO AUCTION OF ALASKA, INC.
HARTFORD SPRINGFIELD
AUCTION CO-OP, LLC
LYNNWAY AUTO AUCTION, INC.
MIDSTATE JEFFERSON AUTO AUCTION

Years

Years

Years

Years

15
Years

Years

Years

10
Years

AMERICA’S AUTO AUCTION - DALLAS
ADESA BOISE
CAIN’S MURRAY AUTO AUCTION, INC.
ADESA QUEBEC CITY
DEALERS AUTO AUCTION OF THE SOUTHWEST
AMERICA’S AUTO AUCTION AUSTIN/SAN ANTONIO
DEANCO AUTO AUCTION, INC.
GREATER SHREVEPORT-BOSSIER AUTO AUCTION
LOUISIANA’S 1ST CHOICE AUTO AUCTION
INTERSTATE 94 VEHICLE AUCTION
METRO AUTO AUCTION OF PHOENIX
SPACE COAST AUTO AUCTION, LLC

05
Years

ABC - LANCASTER
ADESA FRESNO
ALLIANCE AUTO AUCTION OF ABILENE
ALLIANCE AUTO AUCTION OF WACO
AUCTIONS IN MOTION - SANTA ANA
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AUCTIONS IN MOTION - THOUSAND OAKS
BADGER STATE AUTO AUCTION
MANHEIM JACKSONVILLE
METRO AUTO AUCTION DALLAS, INC.
SUNFLOWER AUTO AUCTION
WISCONSIN STATE AUTO AUCTION, LLC
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